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Abstract
For better understanding how people write texts, it is fundamental to examine how a particular linguistic aspect (e.g., subjectivity,
sentiment, argumentation) is exploited in a text. Analysing such an aspect of a text as a whole (i.e., through a summarised single feature)
can lead to significant information loss. In this paper, we propose a novel method of representing and analysing texts that consider how
an aspect behaves throughout the text. We represent the texts by aspect flows for capturing all the aspect behaviour. Then, inspired
by the resemblance between these flows format and a sound waveform, we fragment them into frames and calculate an adaptation of
audio analysis features, named here Audio-Like Features, as a way of analysing the texts. The results of the conducted classification
tasks reveal that our approach can surpass methods based on summarised features. We also show that a detailed examination of the
Audio-Like Features can lead to a more profound knowledge about the represented texts.
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1. Introduction
A challenge in Natural Language Processing (NLP) is to
reproduce the way humans perceive a certain linguistic as-
pect in a text and, with that, achieve a better understanding
of how different kinds of texts are written. For instance,
analysing how fake news make use of subjective language
can lead to meaningful knowledge about them (Jeronimo et
al., 2019).
In this study, we employ the term linguistic aspect (or just
‘aspect’, for short) to refer to a distinguishable linguis-
tic characteristic expressed in a text, such as sentiment,
argumentation, or subjectivity. Observing the particulari-
ties of how a text utilises some aspect requires not only a
global analysis of the entire text or individual analysis of
each word or sentence, but also an analysis of its behaviour
throughout the text.
Generally, for executing NLP tasks, the applied techniques
model local representations of an aspect to extract sum-
marised features that represent the input text as a whole,
frequently by an average or median of that local represen-
tations. This sort of representation can lead to relevant in-
formation loss, especially for large texts, as they can be ig-
noring significant aspect singularities present in any part of
the text that could be decisive on text type identification and
characterisation (Aker et al., 2019).
An approach to avoiding representing a text in a globally
summarised way is modeling a text as a flow, which is de-
fined by Mao and Lebanon (2007) as a sequence of infor-
mation collected from the words, sentences, or paragraphs
of the text. In their study, Mao and Lebanon (2007) use
sentiment flows to represent texts by assigning for each
sentence one of the following values: 2 (highly praised), 1
(something good), 0 (objective description), -1 (something
that needs improvement) and -2 (strong aversion). They
propose a variant of conditional random fields (Lafferty et
al., 2001) to proceed local and global sentiment prediction
in reviews using the entire flows as features. Wachsmuth

and Stein (2017) represent the text’s discourse-level struc-
ture as a flow of rhetorical moves. They model until four
kinds of text segment flow: local sentiment, modeling neg-
ative, neutral, and positive sentiment; discourse relation
between segments, e.g., cause, circumstance, condition;
paragraph-level discourse functions (introduction, body, re-
buttal, conclusion); and argument roles, modeling real ar-
guments, premises or claims. They propose a clusterisa-
tion in training flows and compare test flows to the training
cluster’s centroids in order to perform global reviews senti-
ment classification and essay scoring. Filatova (2017) mod-
els product reviews as sentiment flows and uses sentiment
changing for sarcasm detection. She uses the Stanford Sen-
timent Analysis tool (Socher et al., 2013) with the 5-point
sentiment scale (very negative (-2), negative (-1), neutral
(0), positive (+1), very positive (+2)) to assign sentiment
labels to each sentence in texts. Lee et al. (2010) represent
texts as a merge of a sentiment flow and a relevance flow
(defined in Seo and Jeon (2009)) to proceed with opinion
retrieval. For each sentence of the text, they calculate a
score that reflects its relevance (concerning a query) and
opinion (the frequency of a lexicon’s opinion words). As
features, they use the variance of sentence scores, the frac-
tion of peaks, and the first peak position.

In this paper, we propose to represent texts as aspect flows
and perform a sophisticated flow analysis based on the con-
cept of frame from audio analysis. The solution is inde-
pendent of the target aspect being investigated, so its se-
lection depends on what kind of information is meaning-
ful to a given NLP task. In order to obtain an informative
manner of analysing the way the aspect behaves through-
out the text, our proposed approach divides the aspect flows
into frames. Then, it extracts the so-called Audio-Like Fea-
tures, an adaptation of audio analysis features for the text-
domain. We evaluated the model in three NLP classification
tasks: Fake News Classification Based on Text Subjectivity,
Newspaper Columns Classification Based on Text Subjec-
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tivity, and Movie Reviews Sentiment Classification. The
first task uses subjectivity flows to explore the differences
between legitimate and fake news, since fake news is more
subjective than legitimate news (Jeronimo et al., 2019). In
the second task, we also generate subjectivity flows, how-
ever, the aim is to differentiate objective news from news-
paper columns, since newspaper columns are opinionated
texts and objective news should not be. The latter task, on
the other hand, investigates the overall movie reviews sen-
timent by analysing flows made of sentiment polarities.
Through the evaluation tasks, the proposed model reveals
to be a viable form to represent and analyse texts, provid-
ing meaningful features for examining how a given aspect
behaves throughout the texts, making it feasible to acquire
valuable knowledge about the subject tasks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2. de-
scribes the proposed text representing and analysing model.
Following, in Section 3., we explore in detail the executed
experiments, including used datasets, lexicons, and exper-
imental setup, as well as these experimental results and
discussion. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 4.,
which depicts the conclusions drawn from the evaluation
and outlines the possible future lines of work.

2. Proposed Model
This section introduces our proposed model, describing the
aspect flows generation, the division of flows into frames,
and the subsequent extraction of the features inspired by
audio analysis, the audio-like features. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of the proposed model.

Figure 1: Model Diagram.

2.1. Aspect Flows Generation
Representing texts by a flow of an aspect related to a task
is a promising way to better understand how the aspect be-
haves in the text, as the sentiment flow modeling explored
in Mao and Lebanon (2007) article confirms.
For generating the aspect flow representation of the text,
first it is necessary to split the text into sentences and then
obtain an aspect representation for each one. The flow is
the sequence of these sentence aspect representations. The
aspect representation of a sentence can be generated, for
instance, through a model trained on an annotated dataset,
or via a model based on semantic similarity computation

between the sentence and an aspect lexicon. All three tasks
performed in this paper use the latter method to construct
the flows, making annotated bases not necessary.

2.2. Audio-Like Features Extraction
If we plot an aspect flow as a graphic using the x-axis to
represent the sentences and the y-axis the aspect values,
we can perceive similarities between the form of this plot
and a graphic of a sound waveform. In order to illustrate
that, Figure 2 shows an example of an argumentation sub-
jectivity flow of a legitimate news in our dataset. Given the

Figure 2: Example of an Argumentation Subjectivity Flow
Graphic.

above, we propose to adapt the manner audio analysis is
performed to the text’s domain. Audio analysis is a solid-
ified research area focused on providing useful knowledge
about audio content (Giannakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014a).
This knowledge has proved valuable in many fields, such
as segmentation and classification for music recommenda-
tion (Lu and Jiang, 2002; Helmholz et al., 2019), speech-
music classification (Bhattacharjee et al., 2018), song emo-
tion analysis (Jamdar et al., 2015), and sentiment extraction
from speech streams (Kaushik et al., 2013).

2.2.1. Aspect Flow Frames
Frequently, in audio analysis, the audio signal is broken into
possibly overlapping short-term windows (frames), and the
analysis is carried out on a frame basis. In order to under-
stand the reason for using this windowing technique, con-
sider one audio which presents a conversation and a gun-
shot in the middle of that. If we compute an average inten-
sity of the samples of the whole recording, the samples pre-
senting the gunshot will dominate the result. If we analyse
just this metric, we can obtain disturbed conclusions about
the audio. Hence, it seems more feasible to compute fea-
tures from the audio frames to better represent the informa-
tion present there (Giannakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014b).
As we aim to examine how aspects behave throughout texts,
we propose to adopt the short-term windowing technique,
fragmenting aspect flows into, initially, non-overlapping
frames. In order to be able to compare the same parts
of different texts (which very often have different sizes),
our model breaks the aspect flows in a fixed number of
frames. Therefore, regardless of the number of sentences in
a text, the first frame will represent the first part of the text,
for example, which we can compare to another text’s first
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part. Concerning defining the number of frames to split the
flows, it is a dataset-dependent decision, as, for instance,
if we are dealing with books, we can obtain so much more
meaningful frames than with movie reviews.

2.2.2. Aspect Flow Audio-Like Features
In audio analysis, there are two categories of frame ex-
tracted features: time-domain and frequency-domain. The
time-domain features offer a simple way to analyse audio
signals and are directly extracted from the samples of the
audio signal (waveform). On the other hand, frequency-
domain features are extracted from the sound spectrum,
a representation of the distribution of the frequency con-
tent of sounds (Giannakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014d). Ob-
taining this representation requires to compute the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the audio signal (Gian-
nakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014c).
Our model presents the Audio-Like Features, an adaptation
of audio analysis features extracted from the texts’ aspect
flows. Initially, it implements only the time-domain feature
extraction, since it is possible to perform it directly from the
flows. Our three Audio-Like Features are Energy, Median-
Crossing Rate, and Energy Entropy, and will be detailed
hereafter.
The first Audio-Like Feature is Energy. As the original ver-
sion, this feature reflects the total magnitude of the aspect in
the flow (Jalil et al., 2013). Let xi(n), n = 1, ..., FL be the
sequence of sentences of the i-th aspect frame, where FL is
the length of the frame. The implementation of Energy is
defined as:

E(i) =
1

FL

FL∑
n=1

|xi(n)|2 (1)

Here we normalised the Energy by dividing it by FL to re-
move the dependency on the frame length. The stronger an
aspect appears in the frame, the bigger the frame’s Energy.
Median-Crossing Rate (MCR) is the adaption of audio
frame feature Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR), which is the rate
of sign-changes of the signal during the frame. As the audio
signal waveform amplitude varies from -1 to 1, the ZCR is
the number of times the signal changes value, from posi-
tive to negative and vice versa, divided by the length of the
frame [livro cap4]. As we cannot expect all the sort of as-
pect inputs to be in the same audio signal amplitude’s range
[−1, 1], our implementation uses the aspect flow median
(flowmedian) as the parameter to calculate the crossing
rate. The MCR is defined according to the following equa-
tion:

MCR(i) =
1

2FL

FL∑
n=1

|msgn[xi(n)]−msgn[xi(n− 1)]|

(2)
where msgn is a modification of sign function, the Median
Sign Function, denoted by:

msgn[xi(n)] =


1, if xi(n) > flowmedian.

−1, if xi(n) < flowmedian.

0, otherwise.
(3)

MCR can be interpreted as a measure of the target aspect
noisiness of a flow; in other words, it reflects the level of
aspect variation in a flow frame.

The last aspect feature is the Entropy of Energy, which can
be interpreted as a measure of abrupt changes in the en-
ergy level of an aspect flow (like in audio analysis (Gi-
annakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014d)). For example, it can
detect if a frame presents sentences with deeply different
levels of subjectivity. In order to extract it, we first divide
each flow frame into K sub-frames. This parameter must
not be less than K = 2 to ensure there will be at least 2 sub-
frames. Hence, it depends on the mean frame size of the as-
pect flows generated from a dataset, so that the model can
avoid the unwanted effect of generating various sub-frames
in a short frame. Then, for each sub-frame j, we compute
its Energy as in (1) and divide it by the total frame Energy,
Eframei. The division is necessary to treat the resulting
sequence of sub-frame energy values, ej , j = 1, ...,K, as a
sequence of probabilities, as in (4):

ej =
Esubframej
Eframei

(4)

where

Eframei =

K∑
k=1

Esubframek (5)

At a final step, the entropy, Ent(i) of the sequence ej is
computed according to the equation:

Ent(i) = −
K∑
j=1

ej ∗ log2(ej) (6)

The more significant changes the frame presents, the lower
the Entropy Energy resulting value is.
As we can notice in Equations (2) and (6), to calculate
MCR and Energy Entropy correctly, the flow must contain,
at least, 2 sentences per frame. Thus, this minimum re-
quirement must be considered during the definition of the
number of frames and the K parameter (as it requires, at
least, one sentence per subframe). Considering this, our
model is not appropriate to analyse tiny texts, such as those
microblogs.

3. Experimental Evaluation and Discussion
In this section, we describe our experimental evaluation
conduction, also presenting the results of the three evalua-
tion tasks and a discussion about these obtained results. For
each task, we describe the utilised datasets, the linguistics
resources used to generate the aspect flows, the evaluation
protocol, the performance measures, and the classification
models.

3.1. Fake News Classification Based on Text
Subjectivity

The need for fake news detection is clear and present given
the massive dissemination allowed by social media and
messaging applications and its consequences1.
Jeronimo et al. (2019) demonstrated good results in per-
forming Fake News Classification Task in a dataset of
Brazilian legitimate and fake news, considering that their

1https://www.dw.com/en/brazil-police-to-probe-allegations-
of-electiondisinformation-on-whatsapp/a-45965369
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subjectivity levels are significantly different. For that, the
authors rely on a set of subjectivity lexicons built by Brazil-
ian linguists (Amorim et al., 2018) and build subjectiv-
ity feature vectors for each news article. For generating
these feature vectors, the Word Mover’s Distance (WMD)
(Huang et al., 2016) between each news sentences and these
lexicons considering the embedding the news words lie in
is calculated. Then, an average of the distances of each doc-
ument sentences to each lexicon is computed. As Jeronimo
et al. (2019) use a summarised way to represent text aspects
(average of sentences’ WMD), we decided to evaluate our
model by replicating their most challenging experimental
scenario, which consists of fake news classification regard-
less of the domain and sources of legitimate and fake news.

3.1.1. Dataset
In this paper, we use the same dataset as Jeronimo et al.
(2019), but we added 26 to the initial 95 fake news. The
dataset of legitimate news was collected from two of the
biggest news sites in Brazil, that are Estadao2 and Folha de
Sao Paulo3. The dataset has a total of 207,914 legitimate
news, from the years 2014 to 2017, divided into different
domains: Politics, Sports, Economy, and Culture. The fake
news dataset is composed of 121 fact-checked fake news
that strongly disseminates in Brazil, from the years of 2010
to 2017. These news were collected from two popular fact-
checking services, that are e-Farsas4 and Boatos5. The fake
news dataset is formed by a total of 121 fake news from
more than 40 news sources.

3.1.2. Subjectivity Lexicons
As the source of aspect information, we employ the same
five Brazilian Portuguese subjectivity lexicons (Amorim et
al., 2018) Jeronimo et al. (2019) did. These lexicons were
built by Brazilian linguists and are described next:

• The argumentation dimension represents words and
expressions that are related to a more argumentative
discourse. Such discourse is often used when some-
one is trying to convince another person of a specific
point of view.

• The presupposition dimension encompasses terms that
are related to a previous assumption of something.
This kind of discourse is mainly used in situations
where the interlocutor assumes something as true,
even when this is not the case.

• The sentiment lexicon contains words and terms re-
lated to emotional discourse. Such terms are also used
in the context of fake news when the writer of the ar-
ticle tries to emotionally engage the reader.

• The valuation dimension expresses words related to
the amount or intensification of something.

• The modalization discourse is used when the inter-
locutor has an established stance about something or
someone.

2https://www.estadao.com.br/
3https://www.folha.uol.com.br/
4http://www.e-farsas.com/
5http://www.boatos.org/

3.1.3. Experiment
The main objective of the experiment is to evaluate how ef-
fective are the subjectivity flow representation and Audio-
Like Features analysis for fake news classification. For
the purpose of building the subjectivity flows, we use the
same method as Jeronimo et al. (2019): for each news, we
calculate its sentences’ WMD to the five subjectivity lexi-
cons considering the embedding the news words lie in. The
main difference is that, instead of using an average of these
WMD values, we use the sequence of them as an aspect
flow to represent the news. Therefore, for each news in
the dataset, we generate five subjectivity flows, one to each
lexicon. Then, we fragment each flow in frames and cal-
culate the three Audio-Like Features for every frame of the
flow. We use all legitimate news, regardless of the domain
and sources, and the fact-checked fake news as model input
data. This is a challenging scenario because the legitimate
and fake news are a mix of different domains and sources.

3.1.4. Experimental Setup
We evaluate the average number of sentences per document
in the dataset to define the number of frames the subjectiv-
ity flows should be split into, and the value that should be
assigned to the K parameter to calculate the Energy En-
tropy. Legitimate and fake news contain an average of 21
and 14 sentences per document, respectively. Thus, we de-
cided to split the flows into 3 frames, resulting into 7 and
4.67 sentences per frame, on average, for the legitimate and
fake news, respectively. Since we have obtained frames
with few sentences on average, we decided to use K = 2,
to have at least two sentences per sub-frame, on average,
the minimal necessary number to calculate the Energy En-
tropy correctly. Considering this decision, many documents
did not meet the minimum requirement, generating missing
values in various cells when the features were calculated.
We then decided to input these cells with the average of
the corresponding feature values to proceed with the exper-
iment.
To evaluate the applicability of our proposed features for
classifying fake news and to compare our results to those
of Jeronimo et al. (2019), we used the Random Forest
and XGBoost models. As the dataset of legitimate news
is far more significant than the fake one, we randomize the
train/test executions by varying the legitimate news docu-
ments 500 times. We also follow the proportion of four
legitimate news to one fake news (Silverman, 2016). To
calculate the semantic distances with WMD, we used the
word embedding model from a large Wikipedia dump in
Portuguese trained by Jeronimo et al. (2019). We evaluate
the models in terms of the Area Under the Precision-Recall
curve (PR-AUC), a metric that suits our scenario of class
imbalance (Saito and Rehmsmeier, 2015; Davis and Goad-
rich, 2006).

3.1.5. Results and Discussion
We performed the classification task by training Random
Forest and XGBoost classification algorithms with: (1) the
Average Features proposed by Jeronimo et al. (2019), re-
ferred here as ‘Average Model’; (2) the Audio-Like Fea-
tures of all three frames - ‘All Frames Model’; and (3) the
Audio-Like Features per individual frame - ‘Single Frame
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AVG AL Features AL Features AL Features AL Features
Features All Frames Frame 0 Frame 1 Frame 2

Random Forest PR-AUC 0.28± 0.03 0.60± 0.03 0.39± 0.04 0.53± 0.04 0.55± 0.03
XGBoost PR-AUC 0.27± 0.03 0.57± 0.04 0.37± 0.04 0.51± 0.05 0.53± 0.03

Table 1: Average PR-AUC results for the models trained with Jeronimo et al. Average Features (AVG Features), Audio-Like
Features of all frames (AL Features All Frames) and Audio-Like Features per frame (AL Features Frame

{
0,1,2

}
).

Model’. The average of the PR-AUC for all 500 runs for
each trained model is shown in Table 1. It is possible to
visualize that the All Frames Model outperformed the Av-
erage Model by ≈ 53% with Random Forest and ≈ 52.6%
with XGBoost. Moreover, it can be noticed that all Sin-
gle Frame Models obtained better results than the Average
Model, especially the Single Frame 2 Model that outper-
formed it by ≈ 49% with both classification algorithms.
This model also outperforms the others Single Frame Mod-
els, however it achieved almost the same result as the Sin-
gle Frame 1 Model, indicating that the subjectivity aspect
tends to be more decisive in differentiating legitimate and
fake news in the middle and, specially, in the last portion
of the texts. These results show that representing texts with
aspect flows and analysing them using Audio-Like Features
can improve the power of classification and possibly point
the text’s excerpts that presents more meaningful informa-
tion referring to the task.

3.1.6. Audio-Like Features Analysis
We proceed with some analysis of the Audio-Like Features
throughout the three frames, to exemplify what kind of in-
formation about the dataset our method can provide. Fig-
ure 3 shows the MCR boxplots of the presupposition flow
for frames 0, 1 and 2. It can be seen that fake news val-
ues are higher than legitimate ones in all three frames. In
addition, fake news MCR values increase throughout the
frames, while legitimate news MCR values remain stable.
These findings show that fake news is more unstable re-
lated to the presupposition lexicon distances than legitimate
news, mainly in the last portion of the text. The boxplots of
the Energy Entropy for the argumentation flow are shown in
Figure 4. It can be observed that fake news present higher
values than legitimate news in the first frame, and then this
situation changes in the other frames. This information
means that, in the beginning of the text, legitimate news
undergo more abrupt changes in the WMD to the argumen-
tation lexicon, whereas such abrupt changes occur in the
middle and in end of the text in the case of fake news.

3.2. Newspaper Columns Classification Based on
Text Subjectivity

Column is a recurring feature written by the same author in
a newspaper. It is often characterised by the voice, person-
ality, and opinions of the writer, in opposition to objective
news that reports facts. Considering these characteristics, it
seems feasible to discriminate between objective news and
newspaper columns based on subjectivity of the language
used in texts. Hence, we evaluate the task of classifying
Newspaper Columns Classification Based on Text Subjec-
tivity, by adopting a methodology similar to that presented
in Section 3.1., based on the WMD to subjectivity lexicons.

Figure 3: Boxplots of the Median Crossing Rate (MCR) for
the Presupposition Flow.

Figure 4: Boxplots of the Energy Entropy for the Argumen-
tation Flow.

3.2.1. Dataset
We use the legitimate news dataset, presented in Section
3.1.1., to represent the objective news, as they are not col-
lected from columns. The newspaper columns dataset was
collected from Folha de Sao Paulo6. We collected a total
of 7,062 columns articles, from a variety of domains (e.g.,
politics, economy, business, tourism) from 2010 to 2018.

3.2.2. Experiment
The main objective of this experiment is to evaluate how
effective are the subjectivity flow representation and the
Audio-Like Features analysis for objective news versus
newspaper columns classification. The flows generation
and Audio-Like Features calculation follow the same steps
described in Section 3.1.3.. We use all the objective news
and columns articles, regardless of the domain and sources,
to keep the challenging character of the task.

6https://www.folha.uol.com.br/
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3.2.3. Experimental Setup
As above mentioned, the objective news presents an av-
erage of 21 sentences per document, but the newspaper
columns dataset presents an average of 29 sentences. De-
spite having a more significant number of sentences aver-
age, the newspaper columns dataset present lots of smaller
texts, so we decided to maintain the number of 3 frames;
therefore, we have 7 and 9.67 sentences per frame, on aver-
age, for the objective news and newspaper columns dataset,
respectively. Additionally, we have maintained K = 2 to
ensure there will be at least three sentences per sub-frame,
in order to evaluate the model using bigger sub-frames to
calculate the Energy Entropy. In spite of this, a lot of docu-
ments do not yet meet the minimal requirements, and there-
fore we had to input the features average. We also kept the
other setup guidelines,such as the use of the Random For-
est and XGBoost models for evaluating the applicability of
our model compared to the Average Features. Although
the newspaper columns dataset is more significant than the
fake news dataset, it is still far less significant than the ob-
jective one, therefore we keep the 500 times randomisation
and the four to one proportion. The Area Under Precision-
Recall curve (PR-AUC) remains the metric used to evaluate
the models.

3.2.4. Results and Discussion
The average PR-AUC for all 500 runs of each trained model
is shown in Table 2. Once more, the All Frames Model
outperformed the Average Model (now the difference was
of ≈ 34.6% with Random Forest and ≈ 38.4% with XG-
Boost). All Single Frame Models also performed better
than the Average Model. The Single Frame 2 Model has
surpassed the Average Model by≈ 33% with Random For-
est and by ≈ 37% with XGBoost. In this experiment,
the Single Frame 2 Model achieved the best performance
among all the Single Frame Models, which indicates that
the subjectivity aspect is more efficient in discerning objec-
tive news from newspaper column in the ending excerpt of
the texts. These results show that our proposed method can
potentially improve the classification achievements, also
pointing the most discriminative excerpt of the texts.

3.2.5. Audio-Like Features Analysis
Figure 5 shows the MCR boxplots of the sentiment flow for
the 3 frames. Newspaper columns present smaller MCR
values than objective news over all frames. Objective news
maintains almost the same values throughout the frames,
while column news presents a peak in the second frame.
In other words, regarding the sentiment lexicon, the objec-
tive news is more unstable throughout the text, and news-
paper columns present more instability in the middle of the
text. Newspaper columns show smaller energy entropy val-
ues than objective news regarding the modalization flow
in all frames, as the boxplots presented in Figure 6 con-
firm. From these analysis, we can conclude that newspaper
columns undergo more abrupt changes in the WMD to the
referred lexicon.

3.3. Movie Reviews Sentiment Classification
Opinionated information is widely available online and
plays a vital role in evaluating whether a product or ser-

Figure 5: Boxplots of the Median Crossing Rate (MCR) for
the Sentiment Flow.

Figure 6: Boxplots of the Energy Entropy for the Modal-
ization Flow.

vice is pleasing their consumers or not. In this context,
sentiment analysis of product or service reviews is a com-
mon exploited field since it focuses on the classification of
sentiments or opinions expressed in human-generated texts
(Araque et al., 2019). In order to evaluate our proposed
method performance against a summarised approach in sev-
eral domains of texts and in different languages, we also
conduct an experiment on sentiment classification of movie
reviews written in English.

3.3.1. Dataset
The dataset used in this task is the PL04 (Pang and Lee,
2004), containing 2,000 movie reviews written in English.
There are 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative labeled movie
reviews extracted from the IMDb7 site of movies and TV
shows reviews.

3.3.2. Sentiment Lexicon
With the purpose of constructing the sentiment flows, we
calculate the WMD of the sentences of the PL04 texts to
the sentiment lexicon AFINN (Nielsen, 2011). We used
the newest version of AFINN, that contains a total of 2,477
English words, being 878 positives, and 1,578 negatives.
Positive words are scored from 1 to 5, while negative ones
have a sentiment score ranging from -5 to -1.

7https://www.imdb.com/
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AVG AL Features AL Features AL Features AL Features
Features All Frames Frame 0 Frame 1 Frame 2

Random Forest PR-AUC 0.34± 0.01 0.52± 0.00 0.42± 0.00 0.45± 0.00 0.51± 0.00
XGBoost PR-AUC 0.32± 0.01 0.52± 0.00 0.42± 0.00 0.46± 0.00 0.51± 0.00

Table 2: Average PR-AUC results for the models trained with Jeronimo et al. Average Features (AVG Features), Audio-Like
Features of all frames (AL Features All Frames) and Audio-Like Features per frame (AL Features Frame

{
0,1,2

}
).

AVG AL Features AL Features AL Features AL Features
Features All Frames Frame 0 Frame 1 Frame 2

F1 score 0.70± 0.03 0.72± 0.01 0.62± 0.04 0.64± 0.05 0.69± 0.03

Table 3: Average F1 score results for the models trained with Jeronimo et al. Average Features (AVG Features), Audio-Like
Features of all frames (AL Features All Frames) and Audio-Like Features per frame (AL Features Frame

{
0,1,2

}
).

3.3.3. Experiment
In this case, we want to evaluate how beneficial are senti-
ment flow representation and Audio-Like Feature analysis
for movie reviews sentiment classification. First, we sep-
arate the AFINN’s negative from positive words, generat-
ing two polarity lexicons. Then we generate two sentiment
flows (negative and positive) for each review, calculating
the WMD to the lexicons. Afterwards, we proceed with
the flow fragmentation into frames and the Audio-Like Fea-
tures calculation, as performed in the other experiments.

3.3.4. Experimental Setup
We use the Logistic Regression model for evaluating the
applicability of our approach, as this model shows quite ef-
fective results in executing this task (Araque et al., 2017).
Concerning the training and test procedures, we have fol-
lowed the PL04 associated cross-validation splits, which
is composed of 10 splits, with 100 positive and 100 neg-
ative reviews each. We performed 10 executions in total,
using 9 different splits to train and the remainder split to
test the model in each execution. To calculate the seman-
tic distances with WMD, we used the widely widespread
pre-trained word vectors of Word2Vec approach8. To eval-
uate the models, we use the F1 score, a metric that seeks a
balance between Precision and Recall (Araque et al., 2017).
The length of reviews is of 30 sentences on average. How-
ever, this dataset contains several smaller texts. For this rea-
son, we kept the division on 3 frames and defined K = 2.
Considering these decisions, all the reviews in the dataset
achieved the minimum requirement.

3.3.5. Results and Discussion
The average of the F1 score results of all the 10-fold runs of
each trained model is shown in Table 3. We can figure out
that the All Frames model obtains a better result than the
Average Model, but not so expressively as in other scenar-
ios. None of the Single Frame Models present a better F1
score than the Average Model. However, the Single Frame
2 Model, which represents the ending excerpt of the texts,
is more successful in differentiating positive from negative
reviews than the others. Analysing these findings, we can
conclude that, even in this scenario that our approach does
not achieve significantly better results than a summarised

8https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

approach, it can suggest what portion of the text is more
representative to a task.

3.3.6. Audio-Like Features Analysis
From the MCR boxplots of the positive flows shown in Fig-
ure 7, we can perceive that the negative reviews present
higher MCR values than positive reviews in the first and
second frames. In the third frame, the values are almost
equal. The negative reviews instability regarding positive
lexicon decreases from the first to the last frame, while the
positive reviews show a peak in the second frame. If we
consider the MCR boxplots of the negative flows (Figure
8), we realise that the situation is the opposite: the positive
reviews instability is higher than the negative reviews and
decreases over the frames.

Figure 7: Boxplots of the Median Crossing Rate (MCR) for
the Positive Flow.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a promising novel ap-
proach to interpret human-generated texts representing and
analysing them in their entirety, though not in a summarised
way. More precisely, in order to represent texts, our model
uses a sequence of information collected from the sentences
of the text, which we called aspect flows. Then, inspired
by audio analysis, this proposed model fragments the texts’
aspect flows into frames and calculates Audio-Like Fea-
tures for each one to perform text analysis. In the presented
evaluation tasks, we have used aspect flows comprising the
texts’ sentences semantic distances to lexicons, considering
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Figure 8: Boxplots of the Median Crossing Rate (MCR) for
the Negative Flow.

a word embedding space. Using state-of-the-art machine
learning classifiers, we have shown that this new approach
outperforms the summarised features approach in differ-
ent tasks that included diverse text kinds and domains and
two distinct languages. Even when the results are not sub-
stantially better, our approach can evidence what portion of
texts is more prone to differentiate them. Furthermore, we
have shown that the investigation of the Audio-Like Fea-
tures can reveal meaningful information about how each
kind of text exploits an aspect, leading us to a deeper un-
derstanding of how these texts are written. As future work,
we intend to implement frequency-domain features, after
a criterion study about its viability, and mid-term features.
We also plan to apply this method to other NLP tasks using
larger texts.
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